
PalletsPallets  (packaged and sold in pallets only for bulk pricing) Part #Part # PricePrice
Suggested Suggested 
Retail PriceRetail Price

Conservation Cube 20” (30 cubes total) 120 -20” trunks, 840 -46” limbs MB-CC20-P $7,838.55

Conservation Cube 40” (14 cubes total) 56 -40” trunks, 784 -46” limbs MB-CC40-P $7,905.98

Conservation Cube 60” (11 cubes total) 44 -60 ” trunks, 968 -60 ” limbs MB-CC60-P $10,940.27

Conservation Cube Multi-Pack (20 -20 ” cubes and 10 -40 ” cubes) 80 -20 ” trunks, 40 -40 ” trunks, 1120 -46” limbs MB-CCMP-P $10,872.84

48” x 48” Shade Top (accessory for 20 ” and 40 ” cubes) MB-CCST $33.71 each
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C O N F I D E N T I A LC O N F I D E N T I A L

MossBack Fish Habitat 
has a new innovation in 

fish habitat called the 
Conservation Cube.

The Conservation 
Cube combines the 
many benefits of our 
individual products 
into a larger and more substantial habitat structure for your 
body of water and fishery to thrive in. The Cube is made 
of four interconnected trunks that form a habitat structure 
much larger in volume than an individual product. Cubes are 

available in 20", 40", or 
60" heights for varying 
depths of water. By 
interconnecting four 
trunks together,  
MossBack reduces  
materials costs and 
passes that savings 
onto our agencies and 
dealers.

·  Conservation Cubes offer considerably more structure,  

surface area, shade, and stability than any other artificial 
habitat on the market today. Conservation Cubes have all 
of the same benefits as MossBack’s other fish habitats.

·  Economy:  MossBack is passing on the savings of reducing 
the cost of the Conservation Cube by interconnecting the 
trunks together and reducing parts.  

·  Economy bulk freight: Pre-palletized bulk orders only 
minimize freight costs to agencies and dealers.

·  Assembly is straight forward, simple, and time efficient— 
no power tools, glues, or screws needed.  

·  The unassembled Conservation Cube limbs and trunks 
easily nest together making packing and transporting the 
unassembled Cube very efficient when moving the habitat  
to the installation site.

·  Limb patterns can be adjusted to accommodate small fish or 
large predator fish. Flexibility to modify the habitat structure  
to either sanctuary type or predator type of fish structure.

·  Conservation Cubes are very stable and can hold their place  

on underwater inclines.

* At this time, these products will not be offered on MossBack’s website. For internal customer quotes only. Publishing pricing not allowed— 

“Please call for pricing” must be used. Freight not included. Shipping: add 4% of total dealer invoice. Business/commercial delivery with lift 

gate service needed + $75.  Residential delivery + $60. Residential delivery with lift gate service + $135.  Limited/complicated truck access + $70.

Habitat for a Lifetime.


